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INTRODUCTION 
IT IS WELL KNOWN [2] that for A’, a holomorphically complete complex space, the canonical 
map a: H’(X, G,) + H’(X, G,) (terminology as in [3]) where G is any complex Lie group 
is bijective. However, for complex spaces other tha.n holomorphically complete ones 
information concerning the map a is scarce. It suggests itself to investigate this map for 
projective algebraic manifolds. Obviously a is surjective for X the Riemannian sphere 
and G the general inear group, but a fails to be injective in this case. The corresponding 
result for X any algebraic surface of geometric genus zero has been obtained recently by 
Schwarzenber~r [6]. In this note we shall prove surjectivity of a for X any compact 
Riemann surface and G any connected complex Lie group. More generally we shall show 
that, given the holomorphic family %J 4 ‘&l of compact Riemann surfaces, the family 
8 + B z M of topological fiber bundles (with structure group a connected complex Lie 
group and fiber a complex space) which depend holomorphically upon t E M is over a 
sufficiently small neighborhood U of each point of M topologically isomorphic to a holo- 
morphic family 93’ + .%I U z U of holomorphic fiber bundles. 
$1. NOTATIONS AND GENERALITIES 
Let c (resp. bk resp. b resp. p resp. w) be the category of continuous (resp. k-times 
Holder continuously differentiablet resp. C” resp. real analytic resp. holomorphic) maps, 
ordered by c cb, <hi < . . . -=z b < p < w. Let % 2 M be an a-family of complex manifolds 
in the sense of Kodaira and Spencer [4] where a E {hi, . . . . b, p, o}. This means that 
is 
UJ : % + M is an a-map and that % -+ M is in the category min(a, b) a fiber bundle in the 
sense of [7]. Each fiber V, = trr O-l(t), t E A4, is an a-submanifold of 8 equipped with the 
t This research was supported by the Air Force OtTice of Scientific Research. 
$ By a k-times HBlder continuously differentiable map of a differentiable manifold into another one 
we mean a map of class Ck which-when represented in local co-ordinates-has k derivatives that are 
Hblder continuous in every relatively compact open subset df their domain of definition. 
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structure of a complex manifold whose underlying a-structure coincides with the induced 
one. Furthermore to each point L’ E B there exists a neighborhood ‘3 of u and an a- 
isomorphism h of %!I onto some open subset of C” x m(?I) such that 
(i) ~1% =pr2 O h; 
(ii) hl2I n V, is a biholomorphic map onto /@I) nC” x {r) for each t E ~(‘3). Each a- 
isomorphism with these properties shall be called a family co-ordinate of BZM. 
G 
Now let G be a complex Lie group and 3 - M be an a-family of complex manifolds. 
Then, for c 5 bi < u and I), < b2 < a, we denote by Gb,(b,) the sheaf of germs of those 
continuous maps f of 23 into G such that 
(i) f restricted to each fiber V, is a b,-map (with respect o the underlying b,-structure of 
the complex manifold V,); 
(ii) for each family co-ordinate h of 9) --r M the map f o h- ‘(z, t) is a b,-map for each 
fixed z E C”. 
An element in H’(B, Gb,(b,)) defines in the usual way a principal G-bundle over 24. 
Such a bundle shall be called a family of 6, principal G-bundles over ?I3 + M which depend 
in a b2 manner on t E M. Moreover, if F is a complex space on which G acts as a complex 
Lie transformation group, then the associated fiber bundle is called a family of b, fiber 
bundles which depend in a b, manner on t E M (shortly: a (b,, b,)-family of fiber bundles). 
Forb, I b; and b2 I 6; each (b”, b;)-family of fiber bundles is in a canonical way a (br, b& 
family of fiber bundles. In an obvious way one can speak of (b,, b&isomorphisms of 
(b,, b&families of fiber bundles. 
We are concerned with the problem as to how much we can ‘improve’ on 6, and 6, 
for a given element in H’(%, Gb,(b,)). The precise setting of the problem is: Given 6, I b; 
and b, 5 b; , what is the image of the canonical map 
(1) N’(8, Gb,(b;) -, Hi@, Gb,(b&? 
In particular, when is this mapping surjective for b; = o? 
Using Steenrod’s approximation theorem ([7], 6.7) resp. analysing its proof a standard 
argument shows that the following maps are bijective: 
H’(%, Gb,(min(a, b))) + Hi@, Gb,(b,)) for all 6, , 6, I min(a, b); 
H’(% Gt,,(bz)) + H’(% GXb,) for all b2. 
Hence we may restrict ourselves in (1) to the case 
(1’) b, =bo and b2 1 min(a, b). 
Due to (1’) it will be convenient to denote by /3(b2) the category min(a, b), provided 
b2 I min(a, b), and the category b2, provided 6, > min(a, b). 
$2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
z 
THFBREM. Let 2l--, M be an a-family of compact Riemann surf&es. Then for each 
point t,, E M there exists a neighborhood U such that each (b,, bz)-family of fiber bundles 
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over !%l,lV + V with a connected complex Lie group as structure group is (b,, b,)-isomorphic 
to a (w, fl(b,))-family offiber bundles (with the same structure group). 
ProoJ It will be sufficient o prove the starement for principal G-bundles. Furthermore 
our previous remarks show that we may assume (1’). 
The first step is to demonstrate that for each point t, E A4 there exists a neighborhood 
V of to and a family co-ordinate 11 of B -t M with domain PI’ satisfying h(W) = (z E C : 
IzI < 2) x U such that-denoting h-‘({z E C : 111 < I} x G) by %-each (ho, b&family of 
principal G-bundles over $[V f V is (ho, b&trivial over both, !Il and S/W-%. In order 
to prove the existence of U and h we have to distinguish between two cases, namely b, 5 b 
and b, > b. 
If 6, I b, then we choose for U any neighborhood which is a-isomorphic to a polydisk 
in some (real or complex) euclidian space. (ho, b&triviality over ‘% follows now from 
Steenrod’s approximation theorem ([7], 6.7) and the fact that ‘3 is b-isomorphic to the 
compact polydisk {z E C : IzI -< l} x U (note that for this argument he connectedness of G 
is not required). (ho, b&triviality over .@I U- 2I follows from Steenrod’s approximation 
theorem and an obvious obstruction argument involving %lU-21 (this reasoning requires 
the connectedness of G if and only if the genus of I’,,, is positive). 
In case b, > b we may restrict ourselves to b, = w since b2 = p can be reduced to the 
case b, = o by complexiftcation (note that the fibers of 92 Y ni are compact). Since I’,, 
is compact we can fined a neighborhood V of to which is o-isomorphic to a polydisk in 
C” and finitely many family co-ordinates h,, v F 1, . . ., IV, with domain ?X: satisfying 
h,(‘Sll:) = {z E C : \zI < 2) x U such that 
(i) BE= h; ‘((zE C : IzJ -c l} x U) together with 9IC; , ,.. , ‘ii& forms a covering of ‘BIU; 
(ii) ( t $3 n a;+ 1 is connected and simply connected for m = 2, . . . . l\i. 
These two conditions can certainly be satisfied since they can be satisfied for V,,. 
Now let t3 +23/U 3 U be a (ho, o)-family of principal G-bundles. We want to prove that 
B 
the restriction BlcU, --) rUi -+ V is (bO, o)-trivial for all v. For that purpose we may assume 
that !?I,,‘= (zEC: lzl < 2) x V. 
Obviously it is sufficient to establish (ho, w)-triviality over each relatively compact 
subpolydisk of (ZEC : IzI < 2} x V. This, however, can be done by standard procedure 
as soon as one is in the possession of the following statements: 
(I) Let A’ = &, x . . . x (3: and A” = Sb: x . . . x Si be compact polycylinders in C’“+l with 
piecewise smooth boundaries. Assume that S: = 8; for v = 0, ..,, n - 1 and that 
A’ n A” is connected and simply connected. Then for every SE H’(A’ n A”, G&,(o))t 
there exist7 E H’(A’, Gi-,Jo)) andf” E H’(A”, Gb,(o)) such thatf=flf” in A’ n A”. 
t Here &I refers to 6’0 = E”o and w refers to 6’1 x . . . x 6’n resp. 6”1 x . . . x P’,. 
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also true for b, = p. For b, I; b the proof given in [5], $2, still works since it involves only 
Cauchy integrals and the exponential map (see our previous remark under (I}). 
Hence we can find a covering (Zi : i E I} of bdy 9l by open subsets of Sl U and maps 
&+ o HoWi n Q& G,(Q) esp. f; EH~(S!$ n CB, G,(b,) 
which can be extended to elements in 
HO(% A 8, Gti,,(W) resp. Ho@4 n CQ4 Gq,(h,)) 
satisfying the relation 
(2) s: tm-’ =g on &nbdyQ.L 
It is convenient to denote the element in HO(QIi - 9l[, n bdy Ql, G,(bJ) arising from f f 
and f; byf,. Next, let {a, : i E I’> be an open covering of %3/U - bdy % and define for 
i E I’ the function si : 2l, 3 G to be the constant function with value e. It follows im- 
mediately from (2) that for i, j 6 I the element 
(3) B,j =fi-‘*f;~H~(%~ n 2X, - QI, n QI,n bdy ‘Sf, G,(b,)) 
can be extended to a continuous map of F11, nPZj into G. Riemann’s extension theorem 
asserts now that for each family co-ordinate 71 and for fixed t E U the map gii O h-‘(2, t) 
is actually holomorphic. In addition, the extension property of the mapsf: and f; shows 
that for fixed z the map gii O h-‘(z, t) is a b,-map. Therefore gIJ can be extended to an 
element in H”(& n’211, G,@,)) which shall again be denoted by gil. Taking (3) as 
definition for gif for the remaining pairs i, j E I u I’, we arrive at a l-cocycle on S!U with 
respect o the covering (ai : i E? u I’} which is represented by sections in G,@,) and hence 
gives rise to an element in H’(!B fU, G,(b,)). As one checks easily, the (0, b& family of 
principal G-bundles defined by the cocycle g Ij, i, 1 E I u I’, is Qo, b&isomorphic to the 
original family 0 +23/U. Since bz was subject to (l’), bz really stands for 8(h2) which 
finishes the proof of the Theorem. 
Applying our Theorem to the trivial family 6 3 * whose base space consists of a 
single point we get 
COROLLARY (1). For every compact Riemann surface X and every connected complex 
Lie group G the canonical map a : H’(X, G,) -, H’(X, Gc) is surjective. 
Furthermore we have 
COROLLARY (2). Let P' denote the Riemannian sphere. Then for every (no? necessarily 
connected) complex Lie group G the canonical map a : H’(P’, G,) + H’(P’, Gt) is subjective. 
This last corollary follows from the fact that any topological fiber bundle over a disk 
is trivial and from the last part of the proof of our theorem. 
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